
How does the amount of air in a 
soccer ball affect how far it goes 

when kicked?



Research Question

• Research Question: How does the amount of air pressure in a soccer 

ball effect how far it goes when kicked?

• Independent Variable: soccer ball air pressure

• Dependent Variable: soccer ball distance



Introduction/Purpose

• The purpose of this experiment is to test different amounts of air 

pressure to see how it affects how far a ball goes.

• The information gained through this experiment will help 

professional soccer players in big games to improve accuracy and 

general skill.



Background Research

• In this research project my am going to see, “How does the amount of air 
pressure in a soccer ball affect how far it goes when kicked?”

• Atmospheric air pressure affects the distance the ball goes when kicked. 
This means that you can’t pump a ball with enough air to make it a perfect 
ball, it also depends on natural things too. But if you do pump a ball with 
the right air pressure that can determine how fast the ball can travel. The 
max speed a soccer ball that has ever been kicked is 132 miles per 
hour. The material of a soccer ball can also determine how far a soccer ball 
can travel.

• A fun facts about soccer balls is that a soccer ball has 32 panels to 
represent the 32 countries in Europe.

• If we pump a soccer ball up with the normal amount of psi (8.5) then we 
think it will go far because that’s the recommended psi for a soccer ball.



Hypothesis

• If we pump a ball with the psi of 8.5 then we think the ball will go far 
because it is the recommended psi for a soccer ball.



Materials

• 1, size 5 rubber soccer ball

• 2 medium chairs

• 4 humans

• 1 giant Elastic band

• 1, foot pump with a guage



Procedures

1. Get team together

2. Get all materials

3. Set up 2 chairs 5 tiles apart

4. Have 1 person sit in each chair

5. Put one end of the elastic band on one leg of both chairs

6. Pump ball to normal psi (8.5)

7. Have the third person grab the middle part of the rubber band and pull it back 
2 tiles with ball

8. Have someone track how far ball goes. Repeat 3 time

9. Repeat steps 5,6,7,8 two times with different PSIs (12.5)(15.6)

10. Collect results



Data Table

Trial 1 
cm

Trail 2 
cm

Trial 3 
cm

Average
cm

8.5 psi 1000 620 2263 1294.33

12.5 psi 5000 1426 1705 2710.33

15.6 psi 2600 3410 3410 3140.00
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Results

The soccer ball with the most amount of air pressure went the farthest. 
We thought that the ball with the recommended air pressure would go 
the farthest (8.5) because, you know it’s the recommended air 
pressure, why would someone recommend something if its not the 
best solution or answer.



Conclusion

• My hypothesis was disproven. The recommended air pressure did not 
go the farthest, the highest air pressure went the farthest.

• If we did this experiment again, we would change the air pressures 
that we tested.

• In this experiment, we learned the higher air pressure went further

• Our findings could be used to help pro soccer players.
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